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Agile Requirements Engineering (RE)

The lack of standard Requirements Engineering (RE) practices in Agile negatively impacts 

system quality, contributing to 24% of the causes for challenged or failed projects. 

• The 2015 CHAOS Standish Group report 

indicates Agile projects are 3x more likely to 

succeed than Waterfall projects due to increased 

customer collaboration and customer satisfaction. 
[2]

• The Agile community claims that they do not 

really tackle requirements in a structured way, 

which may bring problems to the software 

organization responsible for software built 

following an Agile method. [1]

• Though more successful in some respects, the 

lack of stand RE practices in Agile contributes to 

24% of the reasons for challenged or failed 

projects due to poor requirements quality (i.e., 

unclear or volatile).  [2]

Image source: [2]
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What is Agile?
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Agile RE: As Is
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Requirements engineering (RE) refers to the process of defining, documenting 

and maintaining requirements. [5]
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Agile RE: As Is
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“Hall et al., reports that a large proportion (48%) of development problems stem 

from problems with the requirements. ” [3]
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“There are no documented RE activities which can be followed to obtain the user 

requirement in efficient manner …The Agile manifesto and all the methodologies 

should have standardized and documented set of RE activities.” [3]

“The term ‘requirements engineering’ is avoided in the Agile community as it is often 

taken to imply heavy documentation with significant overhead.” [4]

“A lengthy requirements analysis phase is considered to hinder the speed of 

development.” [4]

Agile RE: As Is

Image source: [28]
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Agile RE: As Is

[4]

Academic research compares Agile approaches to traditional RE activities and 

suggests areas of opportunity for improvement.



Agile RE: As Is

[4]

Academic research surveys Agile approaches to traditional RE activities.  Specifically, 

requirements documentation, stakeholder involvement, and requirements verification 

are called out as tractable opportunities for improvement.



Agile RE: As Is

[4]

These sentiments are shared with other researchers, who also note issues with requirements 

management. [3] [6] No written documentation results in information loss when code is 

implemented and refactoring costs skyrocket.



Agile RE: As Is

[4]

“Stakeholder-appropriate requirements constitute critical determinants of system quality. 

Incorrect or missing requirements are supposed to lead to various problems in later 

phases such as effort and time overrun or an increased effort in acceptance testing. ” [7]



User Story Issues

• Incompleteness (e.g., missing user story parts, business 

value, or acceptance criteria)

• Ambiguity

• Solution specific user stories

• Missing Non-functional requirements (NFRs)

• Inaccuracy

• Lack of bi-directional traceability leading to refactoring 

concerns

• Lack of integration with other RE techniques (use cases 

/ user modeling)

• Lacking metadata for configuration management

• No automated support for user story generation [10 – 16]

Image source: [9]
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• Federal acquisition programs have begun to integrate aspects of Agile 

development into their strategy to leverage the benefits of Agile. 
– Shorter time to market for innovative solutions, earlier manifestation of system 

benefits, minimization of rework, and better requirements management.

• With strong leadership, a well-informed program office, and a cohesive and 

committed teams, Agile could enable the DoD (and similar organizations) to 

deliver innovative IT operational solutions faster and more effectively than 

traditional incremental approaches. [24]

Agile in Federal Acquisition

Image source: [26]
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• With an Agile acquisition framework, the DoD can keep deliver capabilities 

faster and respond more effectively to changes in operations, technology, and 

budgets. 

• The MITRE Defense Acquisition Guide [24] aims to adapt proven principles of 

Agile development specifically for DoD use and echoes the justification of the 

research proposed herein by reiterating the need for DoD Agile processes to 

support the following:
– Active user involvement in  Agile Requirements Engineering activities

– Accurate, concise, testable and clear user stories 

– Capturing of NFRs in users stories

– Managing user story dependencies

– Traceability of user stories to overarching mission threads 

– Development of flexible requirements documentation for approval throughout the 

acquisition process

– Configuration Management of documentation as strategies or processes change.

Agile and the DoD

“The US joint force will be smaller and leaner. But its great strength will be that it will be 

more agile, more flexible, ready to deploy quickly, innovative, and technologically advanced. 

That is the force for the future.”

- Secretary Panetta, Defense Security Review, 5 Jan 12



• Call for complementing Agile RE processes with traditional methods, to strike a
balance between project agility and stability [18] [22]

• Call for Agile RE processes and tools that [1] [19]:

o Are easy to use and not time consuming

o Supports customer and team collaboration

o Supports Requirements Elicitation in the user’s environment for distributed
teams

o Supports Requirements Management

o Supports multi-dimensional prioritization

o Supports automatic creation of user stories and related artifacts

o Supports elicitation of NFRs

o Support requirements storage and baselining for system reuse and refactoring

o Automates verification of user stories to ensure quality before development

➢ Are they complete?

➢ Are they accurate?

➢ Are they ambiguous?

➢ Are they consistent?

➢ Do they contain data for Configuration Management?

14

Call for Research
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Abstract of Research Topic

Provide a framework to elicit and manage quality user stories using QFD

• This study evaluates the positive benefits of utilizing Quality Function Deployment 

(QFD) to elicit, analyze, and manage Agile requirements. 

• Prior to this research, RE practices are seen as being incompatible with Agile as they 

can be heavily reliant on documentation. [25]

• Requirements Engineering is one of the most challenging and important parts of 

Systems Engineering. The quality of system requirements highly impacts system quality 

and project health.

• QFD serves as a structured approach to defining and translating customer needs to 

produce products. 

– Combines quality control with value engineering to fully meet the customer’s 

expectations. 

• This study will provide specific recommendations for use of QFD in Agile RE.
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QFD

“A simple-but-powerful approach, coupled with a relatively inexpensive process, exists to bring 

the needed content, structure, organization, weighting and measurements to the decision-

making process. Quality function deployment (QFD) is used in a growing number of product 

development organizations to provide assistance with the planning process. In the last 15 years, 

QFD has become a standard tool in requirements gathering, analysis and prioritization across 

all development organizations.” [23]

“Product [or system] planning begins with analyzing the performance of an existing product 

and improving or adding features. QFD can be instrumental in transforming products to meet 

continually changing customer needs and expectations.” [23]

Image source: [23]
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Data Collection for QFD

For purposes of research, user story data sets (commercial and academic) to be 

deconstructed and recreated using QFD and quantitatively assessed for quality before and 

after model use. Inputs for quantitative metrics such as complexity assessments or 

prioritization will be uniformly randomized.

Deconstructed 

user stories

Requirements Quality 

Measurement Tools

Baseline quality 

score(s)

QFD

Reconstructed

User stories

Improved quality 

score(s)

Requirements Quality 

Measurement Tools

Traceability, 

Priorities, etc.
Expert Judgment
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Team member or 

customer is 

supported by model 

interface to elicit, 

analyze and specify 

requirements.
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2
Web-collaborative QFD will allow tool 

interface and associated requirements 

repository to be accessed virtually by 

all participants.
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Proposed Model
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Tool interface will require simple 

inputs, using QFD as a framework, 

further taking into consideration 

linguistics for globally distributed 

teams as well as problem solving 

techniques. 
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Proposed Model
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QFD components will be used to generate 

an initial set of user stories and NFRs, as 

well as their associated metadata: 

traceability to customer needs and 

solutions, priorities, Technology 

Readiness Levels (TRLs), and market 

analysis information per need.
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Proposed Model
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Requirements will be “graded” by 

requirements quality tool. If 

requirements are not of the desired 

quality level, users can revise user 

stories within the QFD using the 

quality reports’ outputs as a guideline.
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Research Definition

H1. If adapted, rule based 

requirements quality methods, 

like QFD, can provide a 

framework for Agile RE 

activities while remaining 

compliant with the Agile 

Manifesto.

Automatic generation 

of documentation

Q1. What challenges may 

inhibit the use of rule 

based requirements 

quality methods in Agile 

RE?

Q3. Does the use of 

quality RE methods in 

Agile increase the quality 

of user stories over 

existing methods?

Facilitation of 

distributed 

stakeholder 

involvement 

Repeatable Agile RE 

process

Methods to create 

quality user stories

Q2. What Agile RE 

artifacts are supported by 

existing requirements 

quality methods?

H2. A number of Agile RE 

artifacts can be partially or fully 

automatically generated from 

the use of QFD to support 

process repeatability and 

artifact standardization.

H3. The use of a structured 

requirement quality method 

that supports distributed 

collaboration yields higher 

quality requirements than 

current methods.

O
b
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c
ti

v
e
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Summary

• Results of research may recommend new Agile 

guidance for requirements elicitation and 

management including the use of modified QFD as:

o a web-collaborative, user story elicitation 

support tool

o a basis for configuration and requirements 

management

o a platform to identify TRLs and competitor 

capabilities to drive prioritization and other 

portfolio decisions

o a means to assess risk and complexity of key 

features

o a requirements specification generator

• Use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) quality 

tools as a means to verify quality of requirements 

generated by QFD prior to implementation. 

Consideration will be given to use more than one 

NLP tool and results will be compared in paper.

• Future research could use the same data to 

evaluate the feasibility of adapting other RE 

techniques for use in Agile. 

Image source: [27]
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